SUMMER TREASURE TROVE

World Environment Day
Our Green crusaders of Primary wing
made a special documentary - 'Be An
Earthling' to commemorate the World
Environment Day on June 5.They strongly
believe in inculcating the spirit of
environmental conservation and
becoming responsible and eco-conscious
adults.

Confinement within the four walls has made life
suffocating, stressful, and depressing for the young
learners who never met their friends on the playground,
music room, nor in the dance room for more than a year.
To break the monotony, SUMMER CAMP was indeed an
enjoyable and enriching experience for these students,
that gave wings to their imagination, indulging them to
think ‘Out of the Box’ to give shape to their creativity.
Parents too deserve a big ‘THANK YOU’ for supporting the
little ones to take part in various activities

World Food Safety Day
Healthy food is good!
On the occasion of World Food Safety
Day on June 7, the bench markers of
Primary wing made posters to spread
awareness about the same.

World Bicycle Day
World Bicycle Day on June 03 is
celebrated to recognize the uniqueness,
longevity and versatility of the bicycle,
which has been in use for two centuries.
The young enthusiasts allured the masses
to the simple, affordable, reliable and
sustainable means of transportation‘Bicycle’.

World Ocean Day
World Ocean Day is celebrated on June 8
to embark the role of the oceans in our
everyday life and inspiring action to
protect the ocean and sustainably use
marine resources. The little champs of
Primary Wing celebrated this day to
spread awareness to conserve nature.

Sparks of Today, Stars of Tomorrow.

REJUVENATING SUMMER

“Magic is all around, you just have to believe.” The tiny tots were
spell bound with the magic tricks (Fun with Science) presented by
the teachers. The excitement was limitless when the little
Charmers dressed up as magicians, waved their Magic Wands,
Spoke the Magic Spell and performed the Magic Tricks taught by
the teachers.
The students enjoyed making Yummilicious Pinwheel
Sandwich, Coconut Ladoos and Bhelpuri with refreshing
Lemonade and learnt about Table Etiquettes.

Students had lots of Fun & Laughter engrossed in exciting Fun Games
involving throwing the ring, Balancing the book and bottle, Listen &
Draw Activity and Wonderful Mind Scratching Session on Memory
Games. The ebullient hearts were visibly excited to participate in the
unending fun and adventurous games. Art & Craft Activities and Story
Telling Sessions were enriching experiences.

“Fitness is like Music, the rhythm of the body, the melody of the
mind and the harmony of the soul creates the symphony of the
life”. The students were involved in various energetic sessions of
Yoga, Aerobics and Dance in which our fitness enthusiasts
participated with undiminishing vigour and energy.

The Dudes & Dolls walked the ramp with great
pride and charisma. They rocked the show and
endeared everyone with their adorable looks
and colourful dresses.

With a focus to enhance the STEM learning among the kids, the
summer camp was conceptualized in a way in which the children
had an astounding experience. The activity days were really
blithesome for the students as they were engrossed in hand-onactivities that were thrilling, invigorating, stimulating and
productive. The camp concluded with Virtual trip to
Disneyland…’A Dream Come True !!’, which made the children
experience the real-life adventure of the amusing carnival and
rides.
Enjoy the little things, for one day you may look back and realize they were The BIG Things.
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MUSING MINDS
"Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday

life". To fumigate the creativity among children,
DAV Ballabhgarh included creative arts like Stone
Painting, Pot Painting, Knife and Spatula Art, Coffee
Arts, Pulse Arts and Clay Arts in the Summer Camp
so that every little artist may dip their brush in their
own soul and paints his own nature into his pictures.
"The

Development of language is part of the
development of the personality.” Keeping this in mind
DAV Ballabhgarh took in Personality Development
Programme as part of the Summer Camp activities like
Telephone Etiquettes, Social Etiquette etc. Response
was so overwhelming which proved no pandemic can
hamper or stop the learning process.
“The only way to learn Mathematics is to do Mathematics"
which is a game, played according to certain simple rules. DAV
Ballabhgarh created a unique opportunity of learning new
maths activities. During the Summer Camp, students were
guided on different topics like Folder Making with concept of
Formulas, Areas, 2D & 3D figures etc which were aimed at
enhancing their future mathematical and academical pursuits.
“Music and Rhythm find their way into the secret
places of the soul". Keeping this in mind DAV
Ballabhgarh organized Summer Camp on Music and
dance where instruction on instrument like Piano,
Casio and Tabla along with the training on Classical
and Folk Dance also provided. The Magic of Dance and
Music captivated both heart and minds of the young
learners.
The nature of Yoga and Sports is to shine the light of
awareness into the darkest corner of the body. To
inculcate the habit of Yoga, DAV BLB started their
Summer Camp 2021 with Yoga and sports where the
school has included General Exercises, Yoga Postures,
Online Chest Practise and Guidance on having
Balanced Diet.
Providing a happy place for the students to discover
and hone their talent, the 10 days summer camp
gave students a multitude of opportunities. The
Summer English Classes 2021 was an overwhelming
success and has enriched the students substantially.

INTERNATIONAL
MODEL UN

IMUN
DAV Ballabhgarh is elated to share that two of our students Simran Sharma of class XII C
and Hardik Dang of class XI A took the school credit a step ahead by participating in
International Model United Nations (IMUN) on 19th and 20th June 2021. Simran Sharma
as a participating delegate of country Gabon has been awarded with 'Verbal Commendation'
for her outstanding presentation in the session. We are proud of their achievement.

Action is the foundational key to all success….

OUR INDOCTRINATORS

Sh.Ajay Suri
Secretary,DAVCMC,
Vice Chairman of the
School

Mrs. J.Kackria,
Director(PS-III), DAV
College Managing
Committee

The Teacher In charge
articulates to imbue…
“The whole purpose of education is to
turn mirrors into windows."
DAV Ballabgarh is completely oriented to
facilitate the formation of a child and
adaptation of various methods suiting the
dynamics of the changing world in order
to achieve common goals and objectives.
I take pleasure to express that the school
is performing extremely well in all aspects
to ensure academic and human
excellence.

Dr.Satish Ahuja
Manager of the
School

The visionary management, the system
based approach, committed and dedicated
teaching and non-teaching staffs, cooperation of the guardians and our
industrious students have made our
school a center of academic excellence.
Keeping the spirits high, we are
presenting the latest edition of our school
newsletter"
" to turn today's
reader into tomorrow's leader.
Keep reading!!!!!!
Ms. Namita Sharma
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Can you say it?

Six sleek swans swams swiftly southwards !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

MUST READ




The testament BY Margaret
Atwood
The god of small things by
arundhati roy



Reach us @

School website: www.davblb.ac.in
Facebook: :https://www.facebook.com/davpsblb/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/davpsblb
Instagram: htts://instagram.com/davpsblb
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